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Abstract. Standard patient parameters, tumor markers, and tumor
diagnosis records are used for identifying prediction models for tumor
markers as well as cancer diagnosis predictions. In this paper we present
a hybrid clustering and classification approach that first identifies data
clusters (using standard patient data and tumor markers) and then learns
prediction models on the basis of these data clusters. The so formed clus-
ters are analyzed and their homogeneity is calculated; the models learned
on the basis of these clusters are tested and compared to each other with
respect to classification accuracy and variable impacts.

1 An Integrated Clustering and Classification Approach
for the Identification of Predictors for Tumor Diagnoses

The overall goal of the research described here is to identify prediction models
for tumor markers (TM) and tumor diagnoses. In previous work ([13], [16]) we
have identified classification models that can be used as virtual tumor markers
for estimating TM values on the basis of standard blood parameters. Tumor
markers are substances (found in blood and/or body tissues) that can be used
as indicators for certain types of cancer ([4], [14]). Moreover, in [14] and [15] we
have published research results achieved in the identification of prediction models
for tumor diagnoses. As described in [15], the use of TM prediction models as
virtual tumor markers increases the achievable classification accuracy.

The here proposed analysis approach (schematically shown in Figure 1) in-
tegrates clustering and classification algorithms:

First, the available patient data are clustered; this clustering is done on the
one hand only for standard blood data and on the other hand for standard
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data plus tumor markers. The so identified clusters of samples are analyzed and
compared with each other; we especially analyze the size of the clusters and to
which extent samples which are assigned the same clusters regarding standard
data are also assigned to the same clusters on the basis of standard and tumor
marker data. Within the Heureka! research project we have applied several clus-
tering approaches including k-means clustering and soft k-means clustering ([9],
[8]) as well as the identification of Gaussian mixture models using expectation
maximization techniques [18]. As simpler models are to be preferred over more
complex ones, the quality of clusterings is calculated considering not only their
quantization error, but also the number of clusters formed; the Davies-Bouldin
index [3] as well as the Akaike information criterion [2] can be used, e.g.

Fig. 1. An integrated clustering and classi-
fication approach for the analysis of medical
data: Data clusters are formed using stan-
dard data and optionally also tumor marker
data; these clusters are the basis for the
identification of classifiers that can be used
as predictors for cancer diagnoses.

The so clustered data are subsequently (in combination with tumor diagnosis
data) used for learning tumor diagnosis predictors; each cluster is used individ-
ually for training these models. We use the following two modeling methods for
identifying predictors for tumor markers and cancer diagnoses: Hybrid modeling
using machine learning algorithms and evolutionary algorithms (that optimize
feature selection and the modeling algorithms’ parameters) as well as genetic
programming.

The so identified models are analyzed and compared to each other with re-
spect to classification accuracy and variable impacts.



2 Empirical Test Study: Clustering and Classification of
Breast Cancer Patient Data

2.1 Data Basis

Data of thousands of patients of the General Hospital (AKH) Linz, Austria, have
been analyzed in order to identify mathematical models for cancer diagnoses.
We have used a medical database compiled at the central laboratory of AKH: 28
routinely measured standard values of patients are available as well as several
tumor markers. In total, information about 20,819 patients is stored in 48,580
samples. Please note that of course not all values are available in all samples;
there are many missing values simply because not all blood values are measured
during each examination. Further details about the data set and the applied
preprocessing methods can be found in [13] and [14].

Information about cancer diagnoses is also available in the AKH database:
If a patient is diagnosed with any kind of cancer, then this information is also
stored in the database. Our goal in the research work described in this paper
is to identify estimation models for the presence of breast cancer (BC, cancer
class C50 according to the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems 10th Revision (ICD-10)). Following the data prepro-
cessing approach described in [13] and [14] we have compiled a data set specific
for this kind of tumor: First, blood parameter measurements were joined with
diagnosis results; only measurements and diagnoses with a time interval less than
a month were considered. Second, all samples are removed that contain less than
15 valid values. Finally, variables with less than 10% valid values are removed
from the data base.
This procedure results in a specialized data set for the analysis of breast cancer
patient data; this data set contains 706 samples (45.89% of not diseased patients
forming class 0 and 54.11% of diseased patients forming class 1) containing rou-
tinely measured values of patients as well as tumor markers. This data set is the
same as the BC data set used in [14].

2.2 Clustering Results

The so compiled data set of patients was clustered using k-means algorithm ([9],
[8]) with varying numbers of clusters k: The cluster centers are initially set at
random and then iteratively adapted until the quantization error is minimized;
each sample is assigned to the cluster whose center has the minimum distance to
the sample (distance is here calculated using the Euclidean distance function).
As on the one hand the optimal number of clusters is unknown and different
values for k have to be tried, and on the other hand simpler models are to
be preferred over more complex ones, the quality of clusterings is calculated
considering not only their quantization error, but also the number of clusters
formed; the Davies-Bouldin index [3] is used in this context. Information about
the samples’ classification (as diseased or not diseased) is of course not available
for the clustering algorithm.



The mean quantization error (MQE) of clusteri is defined as the average
distance of its samples to its center cei, and the Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI)
for a complete clustering hypothesis takes into account the compactness of the
formed clusters (via their MQE) as well as their distance:

MQEi =

∑
sj∈clusteri

dist(sj , cei)

|clusteri|
(1)

DBI =
1

k
·
∑
i

(maxj,i̸=j
MQEi +MQEj

dist(cei, cej)
) (2)

We assume that optimal clustering minimizes the DBI, i.e. we will eventually
use that number of clusters k that leads to minimal DBI-values.

Additionally, we also analyze how well this unsupervised clustering approach
solves the original classification task by calculating the homogeneity of clusterj
as the ratio r of the samples of the most prominent class in the cluster:

r(classi, clusterj) =
|s:class(s)=classi∧s∈clusterj |

|clusterj | (3)

homogeneity(clusterj) = maxi (r(classi, clusterj)) (4)

As we are interested in the total homogeneity of a whole clustering (i.e., a set
of clusters formed for a given data collection), we calculate homogeneitytotal as
the weighted average of all homogeneities:

homogeneitytotal(clusters) =

∑
c∈clusters (homogeneity(c) · |c|)

n
(5)

where n is the total number of samples.
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Fig. 2. Progress of cluster homogeneity (left) and DBI (right) for clusterings with
varying numbers of clusters

In Figure 2 we show the progress of the clusters’ homogeneity over k as well
as the progress of the DBI over k (averages of 5 independent clusterings for each
k and data partition are shown). We see that setting k = 25 seems to yield
optimal clustering results as the DBI is minimized and the cluster homogeneity
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Fig. 3. Clustering result for k = 25: Size and homogeneity of clusters formed by k-
means clustering using all variables (left) and all variables except tumor markers (right)

reaches relatively high values using all variables as well as using all variables
except tumor makers; tumor diagnoses were not used for clustering. These results
are consistent with result presented in [17]. In Figure 3 we show an overview
of exemplary clustering results achieved for k = 25; the sizes as well as the
homogeneity of the formed clusters are shown (each spot represents one cluster).

2.3 Identification of Classifiers Using Clustered Data

Finally, using the previously identified clusters we have performed machine learn-
ing in order to learn classifiers for the given samples. All clusters were used
separately, i.e., each cluster was used for training classification models. Five-
fold cross-validation [5] training / test series have been executed; in order to
avoid overfitting, all clusters with less than 45 samples were (for each clustering
separately) combined into “rest” clusters.

The following approaches have been applied for learning BC classifiers for
the previously identified clusters:

– Hybrid modeling using support vector machines (SVMs, [10]) and a genetic
algorithm (GA) with strict offspring selection (OS, [1]) for parameter opti-
mization and feature selection as described in [14], e.g., and shown in Figure
4; this approach is referred to as “OSGA+SVM”.

– Genetic programming (GP) ([6], [7], [12]) in combination with strict offspring
selection as shown in Figure 5, referred to as “OSGP”.

The implementations of these approaches in HeuristicLab1 [11] have been ap-
plied; for the evolutionary process the population sizes were set to 10 and 100,
respectively, and for evolutionary feature selection the parsimony pressure α was
set to 0.1.

1 http://dev.heuristiclab.com
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Fig. 4. A hybrid evolutionary algorithm for feature selection and parameter optimiza-
tion in data based modeling.
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Fig. 5. The genetic programming cycle [7] (left) including strict offspring selection [1]
(right).

In [14] we have documented that using all variables except tumor markers
up to ∼ 75% of the given samples in the BC data set can be classified correctly;
using the here discussed clustering and classification approach we are able to
reach the following classification rates:

– Hybrid modeling (OSGA+SVM, α = 0.1): 78.136% (±3.08)
– Genetic programming with offspring selection (OSGP): 77.787% (±4.81)

Please note that each method was applied 5 times using 5-fold cross validation
and that the here stated numbers are averages of weighted averages (calculated
as the average of the classification accuracies on the given clusters multiplied
with their relative size); no tumor markers were used for clustering or learning
classifiers. More result details shall be presented in [17].

One of the major advantages of the here discussed approach is that it first
clusters the data in groups of rather similar samples and is then able to separate
the classes within these groups; for different clusters the algorithms are able to



use different variables for forming classifiers. In order to analyze this behavior
we have analyzed the importance of the given variables: We have exemplarily
used the clusters formed using k = 25 (and no tumor markers; as described
previously, all clusters with size <45 were merged into a cluster here called the
“REST” cluster) and documented the frequency of the available variables in the
final solutions of the applied evolutionary modeling approaches (OSGA+SVM
and OSGP). The results are shown in Table 1: An “X” indicates that a variable
was used in at least 80% of the executed test runs while a “x” means that it was
used in at least 40% of the executed classification runs.
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1 OSGA+SVM x X x x x
OSGP x X x X x x X x x

2 OSGA+SVM X x x x
OSGP x X x x X

3 OSGA+SVM x X x X x X
OSGP x x x X x x x

4 OSGA+SVM x x X X
OSGP X x X x

9 OSGA+SVM x x x x x
OSGP x x x x X x X

16 OSGA+SVM x x x x
OSGP x x x x

REST OSGA+SVM X X X x x x x
OSGP X X X x x x x

Table 1. Relevant variables for classifying pre-clustered samples

3 Conclusion

As we clearly see in the classification results section, the here applied approach
of using pre-clustered data and evolutionary modeling techniques leads to better
results than those reported in previous test series: The classification accuracy
of potential breast cancer patients (without considering tumor markers) can be
increased to ∼78% using evolutionary modeling (hybrid modeling or genetic pro-
gramming). Furthermore, we see that there are significant differences regarding
the importance of variables for classifying pre-clustered data: Some variables are
essentially important for classifying samples of certain clusters while they might
be irrelevant for forming classifiers for other clusters.

Further research shall focus on the capability of this approach to lead to bet-
ter results on other data sets (real world as well as benchmark data collections).
Furthermore, we plan to use an evolutionary algorithm for optimizing the sets
of features for clustering the data in order to even further improve the resulting
cluster homogeneities and classification rates.
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